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the politically incorrect guide wikipedia - the politically incorrect guide is a book series by regnery publishing presenting conservative or politically incorrect views on various topics each book is written by a different author and generally presents a conservative or libertarian citation needed viewpoint on the subject at hand the series was the brainchild of jeffrey rubin citation needed then editor of the conservative book, global warming policy hoax versus dodgy science roy - in the early 1990s i was visiting the white house science advisor sir prof dr robert watson who was pontificating on how we had successfully regulated freon to solve the ozone depletion problem and now the next goal was to regulate carbon dioxide which at that time was believed to be the sole cause of global warming, time to push back against the global warming nazis roy - time to push back against the global warming nazis february 20th 2014 by roy w spencer ph d, inconvenient facts the science that al gore doesn t want - inconvenient facts the science that al gore doesn t want you to know gregory wrightstone on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers you have been inundated with reports from media governments think tanks and experts saying that our climate is changing for the worse and it is our fault increases in droughts, books available from radio liberty - cia s project mk ultra 17 000 declassified files cd rom 24 95 1828 webster s dictionary 79 95 access denied for reasons of national security cathy o brien with mark phillips 34 95, popular technology net 1350 peer reviewed papers - preface the following papers support skeptic arguments against anthropogenic climate change acc anthropogenic global warming agw or alarmism e g catastrophic anthropogenic global warming cagw or dangerous anthropogenic global warming dangw please read the following introductory notes for more detailed information, climategate watts up with that - the strata sphere has found that surface temperature measurements fail to show twentieth century global warming the raw cru data released in climategate shows that surface temperature readings measure the first half of the last century 1900 1960 as warm or warmer than it is today, christians attitudes toward the environment and climate - because reducing meat consumption would have an overall greater effect worldwide to help our environment than driving habits keep laughing though none of what you do has a bigger impact than reducing meat consumption and if you actually pay attention to the studies and research being done you would know that i guess it s easier when you don t have to change the habits you don, pope francis s socialist agenda crisis magazine - by william kilpatrick william kilpatrick taught for many years at boston college he is the author of several books about cultural and religious issues including why johnny can t tell right from wrong and christianity islam and atheism the struggle for the soul of the west and the politically incorrect guide to jihad his articles have appeared in numerous publications including, evidence review suggests humans may not be the primary - flohn 1982 the recent increase of the co2 content of air varies distinctly from year to year rather independent from the irregular annual increase of global co2 production from fossil fuel and cement which has since 1973 decreased from about 4 5 percent to 2 25 percent per year rotty 1981 comparative investigations keeling and bacastow 1977 newll et al 1978 angell 1981, fairfax county taxpayers alliance fcta home page - 2019 01 13 report fairfax county bicycle facts by fred costello 217 2018 12 19 report references for the december 2018 fcta bulletin by fred costello 216 2018 09 07 report va 8th policy differences between oh and beyer by fred costello 213 2018 09 07 report va 11th policy differences between dove and connolly by fred costello 212, woa sustainability resource depletion - a newly released study produced with help from eight universities found some good news between 1993 and 2009 the global impact of human activities on the terrestrial environment is expanding more slowly than the rates of economic and or population growth, fulfillment of bible prophecy in today s news - fulfillment of bible prophecy in today s news www prophecyfulfillment com author of this site s politically incorrect scripturally correct comments is raymond finney who is solely responsible for statements and conclusions, netctr com news you should know fortune favors the - it s not about republican or democrat conservative or liberal right or left it s about right and wrong this is a government of by and for the people they work for us the people and are duly sworn to uphold all articles of the constitution, dial the truth ministries a christian resource and tract - dial the truth ministries www av1611 org electronic informational tracts, woa economics growth disparity of wealth - woa world population awareness is a non profit web publication seeking to inform people about overpopulation unsustainability and overconsumption the impacts including depletion of natural resources water oil soil fertilizers species loss malnutrition poverty displacement of people conflict and what can be done about it women s advancement education reproductive health care, thorium power is the safer future of nuclear energy - nuclear power has long been a contentious topic it generates huge amounts of electricity with zero carbon emissions and thus is held up as a solution to global energy woes but it also entails, sol war sons of light warriors alien resistance - updated on 14 04 19
nasa fraudulent science technology there are many things they do not want you to know there is a principle which is a bar against all information which is proof against all argument and which cannot fail to keep man in everlasting ignorance, valve turners linked lists of news and videos - canadian valve turners did it first 2015 january 13 2017 text court enbridge disappointed with outcome of case says company spokesperson by sara simpson and neil Bowen sarnia observer canada a group of environmental activists who chained themselves to enbridge line 9 equipment left a sarnia courtroom friday without criminal convictions in what s being billed as a precedent, lie 5 there is no single truth everyone needs to - 147 responses to lie 5 there is no single truth everyone needs to explore and find a truth that works for them, 5 ways to turn a liberal into a conservative at least - what all of this suggests is a pretty stunning conclusion maybe we ve been thinking about political ideology in very much the wrong way it seems to be at least partly rooted in things deeper, wake up new zealand what does the globalist agenda new - i m going to go out on a limb and say that anyone reading an article about 72 high level bankers all dead from mysterious suicides is open to the idea that dahboo77 mentions in the first video when he talks about how this is all tied together and how it s so obvious, home page the tls - reviews essays books and the arts the leading international weekly for literary culture